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in the revolt against the Peace Treaty, and it was once again
Groener who secured Seeckt's appointment, as the ablest soldier
in Germany, as head of the new Reichswehr.
While Schleicher settled down to an important post in the
Ministry of Defence, Groener turned civilian in good earnest. With
many of his colleagues his relations were sadly strained, and criti-
cism of his conduct in October to November 1918 and sub-
sequently had been so sharply criticized by them that after the
crisis was over he felt bound to demand investigation by a court
of honour which decisively if coldly justified him. But the matter
left a nasty taste in his mouth, and when he turned politician
that and the contretemps at the Munitions Department made
him turn democratic politician. He was unofficially a Democratic,
officially an expert, Minister of Railways between 1920 and 1923,
a period for his ministry of great change and difficulty, and divided
his time thereafter between politics and the writing of scathing
criticism of the Prussian leadership at the Marne. In 1928 it was
only with a certain reluctance that he had consented tp become
Minister of Defence, an offer prompted by his one-time subor-
dinate.
Inside the Defence Ministry Schleicher also had turned poli-
tician in his own manner and in a few years knew as much about
the undercurrents of political life as anyone in Germany. Not
that he ever studied politics seriously as a science. He was no
student—a book like his old chief's, The Testament of Graf
Schlieffen, was quite beyond his powers—but he was ambitious,
intelligent, acquisitive of knowledge, and within his limits
critical, though of men and measures rather than of ideas. He
had liked the limited diplomacy of his war-time posts, and to the
larger diplomacy which the cynic calls intrigue he took like a
duck to water, developing a passion for the pulling of strings
and the manipulation of puppets and finding ample opportunity
to complete his education as one of the most accomplished
intriguers in Germany.
Yet he was never just an intriguer. He had intelligence as well
as cleverness and his intrigue always was directed to larger ends.
It was to Seeckt and himself that the elevation of the Reichswehr

